Positive Auto Generated Emails

(+) Academically Improved

Hi {$student_first_name}

We see your academic improvement this semester in your {$course_name} class and wanted to say we are proud of you and thank you! The faculty, staff and administration at East Bay recognize your positive improvements to succeed.

{$completer_name}

(+) Graduation School Recommendation

Hi {$student_first_name}

I observed you have an interest in {$course_number} subject area. Have you considered pursuing a graduate degree in it?

If you have further questions, please contact me!

{$completer_name}

(+) Actively Engaged in Class

Hi {$student_first_name}

Your active engagement has enhanced our classroom environment. Thank you and keep up the good work!

{$completer_name}

(+) Major/Minor in Subject

Hi {$student_first_name}

I observed you have an interest in {$course_number} subject area. Have you considered pursuing a major or minor in it?

If you have further questions, please contact me!

{$completer_name}

(+) Academically Improved

Hi {$student_first_name}

Your active engagement has enhanced our classroom environment. Thank you and keep up the good work!

{$completer_name}

(+) Great Growth

Hi {$student_first_name}

I wanted to recognize how much you've progressed in our {$course_name} class. I've seen how much you've grown.

Keep it up!

{$completer_name}

(+) Shows Hard Work/Tenacity

Hi {$student_first_name}

Great work so far this term! I can tell that you are juggling a lot and recognize the hard work that you have put in this semester, especially in our {$course_number} class. I know there are many choices in your life and how you spend your time, and I'm glad you stayed in the class.

Regardless of your grade, trust that you belong at East Bay and can go anywhere from here!

Thank you

{$completer_name}